Abstract: This paper proposes the novel clustering and mining algorithm for high dimensional data based on uncertainty criteria and fuzzy mathematics. When analyses the high Uygur data, needs the spatial sample number can assume the exponential growth along with the dimension increase. Traditional of the multidimensional statistical analysis method when processing actual data can bump into the data not to conform to the normal distribution or to the data not how many apriori information situation, therefore, time processing only can use the non-parameter the method to solve. When carries on the data accessing, only needs by the parallel I/O way visit certain quantity floppy disk and the correlation sub-block data that can obtain the data object which needs, when like this carries on the visit, both can realize the parallel processing, and that can reduce the I/O execution the total data quantity. To deal with this challenge, we introduce the uncertainty criteria and fuzzy mathematics into the model for implementation. In the mathematical logic development course and the classical mathematical logic is famous by its formalized inference rigorous that is the modern computer science rationale. But in the processing real world massive uncertainty thing aspect which has its limitation actually, we optimize traditional model and conduct the empirical analysis, the performance is proved.
INTRODUCTION
In order to solve the multi-dimensional data model and between the relations data model bidirectional data system inquiry, questions and so on data clean, data conversion, this research through to the concept standard correlation research, unified the global data excavation and the partial data mining, and we proposed one kind based on the partial information overall situation concept standard data mining algorithm improvement, the realization centralism, the distribution data accuracy and the uniformity (Tsekouras,2013; Gong,2014) . With the development of fuzzy mathematics and neural network, the fuzzy neural network has been successfully applied in the fields of expert system, control system, pattern recognition and system modeling (Balla,2013; Benaichouche,2013) . According to the review, the standard data processing procedure can be summarized as the following steps (Sert , 2015) .

For some simple pattern search problems, such as direct statistics of some fields in the massive data set at the same time the number of occurrences of the same value, while focusing on sequence data mining algorithms, but also should focus on how to solve data storage and how to improve the speed of operation.
Because translates the language often through to provide the multi-thread support with the platform correlation storehouse, while although these storehouses have provided certain degree seal, lightened programmer multithreading programming burden, uses these storehouses to be able to increase some essential codes and the corresponding debugging and the test cost, and also because it has not unified the standard, while the compilation multithreading procedure needs to consider more details that will enhance the item cost.
There are many kinds of multi-core platform parallel programming methods and techniques, are mostly based on multi-thread programming ideas, and by creating multiple threads will be a larger task is divided into several small task allocation to multiple cores parallel execution at same time improve processor utilization. In this research paper, to optimize the traditional data mining algorithm, we propose the novel clustering and mining algorithm for high dimensional data based on uncertainty criteria and fuzzy mathematics. As the sample illustration, in the figure one, we show the data mining approach and the application on the real-world scenarios. 
THE PROPOSED MODEL

The High Dimensional Data Features
In multi-dimensional data parallel I/O is divides the multi-dimensional data certain sub-block data will be in the identical sub-block data the data object to save in together and all sub-block data distribution will save time on the floppy disk. When carries on the data accessing, only needs by the parallel I/O way visit certain quantity floppy disk and the correlation sub-block data that can obtain the data object which needs, when like this carries on the visit, both can realize the parallel processing, and that can reduce the I/O execution the total data quantity, as thus enormously reduces the total time delay which creates by the I/O operation enhanced the data accessing and the parallel I/O efficiency. For achieving this target, we should focus on the following issues (Lu,2013; Bi,2014) .

Test Method for Projective Transformation. The inspection procedure seeks out the traces which based on the projection projects the data to lowers in the stable space, obtains the corresponding statistics with the computation statistics limit distribution, and then realization normality examination. Seeks out the traces the inspection procedure domestic and some foreign models about the projection the research results to have the K-V examination, the K-V-S examination, the V-S examination, the multidimensional ellipsoid contour distribution examination and the projection skewness and the projection kurtosis law.
The Minimum Spanning Tree Method. This method mixes the test data with the simulated normal data, and constructs the minimum spanning tree and the test statistic using the distance between the mixed data.
Statistical method. This method uses the estimated value of distribution function of the empirical distribution as a scatterplot and the accuracy is low, and it is necessary to observe the scatter of scatter from the straight line. It is subjective and should not be applied to the normality test of multidimensional spatial data. To propose the targeted solution to the high dimensional model, we refer to the figure 2, the spatial filling curve is a method of the mapping d-dimensional space into one-dimensional space. It passes through each discrete element in a high-dimensional space like a line, and traverses only once. It numbers the cells in a linear order which have the basis of the following formulas and equations.
Where the
represents the objective function, the multidimensional spatial data minimum spanning tree normality test method based on the test data and generated by the Monte Carlo method and has the same capacity as the mean and variance, mixed multivariate normal data, calculation of mixed data concentrated all samples of the Euclidean distance between, the   
is the optimized expression of the model to the analyzed (Thong,2015; Huang,2014; Shuman,2013) . After has used the position processing strategy, for enhances the efficiency that uses the static two-dimensional array K when preserved structure U joins the element takes in U the data redundant data, because which positions searches in the binary position string for really is consumes relatively the time. Simultaneously the position processing strategy causes the V each point length size to be equal, the target function is transferred into formula 4.
denotes the revised form of the model, and the
is the revised form of the data judgement term. To solve the formula 4, we should the follow the listed restriction conditions.
.
SFBS is smaller than I/O when the characteristic dimension, the obtained result good in SFFS, the characteristic dimension big child 110 o'clock situations is opposite. SFFS is in each time found one from the surplus characteristic to choose the characteristic subset most meaningful characteristic regarding oneself, and joins to this characteristic subset, then the basis controlled condition, in the dynamic rejection selection characteristic subset most does not have the significance the characteristic, while finally obtained is the final characteristic subset (Tomasev,2014; Yata,2013) . The model is transferred into figure 3. T distribution data is selected for the basic non-normal distribution data because the T distribution data is significantly different from the normal distribution data when the degree of the freedom m is relatively small and gradually becomes close to the normal distribution data when m is gradually increased, Gradually close to the normal distribution of the data can be compared to the two test methods test "abandon pseudo" ability.
For effective histogram, after smooth histogram will still keep its original shape, namely the histogram is bimodal, with invalid histogram, due to the classification process will end at this time, little amount of data, not necessarily twin peaks after smooth, only possible unimodal or a straight line. So judge straight is effective or not is the key to calculating the number of histogram.
The algorithm must know in advance has how many kinds, otherwise is unable to classify, and this is not impossible to accomplish in very many situations and this article algorithm does not need these informations, simultaneously maintains the fine classified extravagant value, can the greatest degree reduce isolated quantity.
We can loop through the above procedure to find the remaining data classes. If an invalid histogram appears during the operation, this bimodal structure will not appear, so that we cannot use the above procedure to find out the threshold of the segmentation. The modified K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm divides the verification process into three correlation stages: the correlation phase, the inspection period and the retention period. Since the typical spatiotemporal information fusion scheme has the property of being able to correlate the present test with the historical test as the follows.
From the above results, we can see that if the m-dimensional components of the Y are normal distribution, we can know that Y obeys the normal distribution, and prove that the original data X also obeys the normal distribution. So the problem of multidimensional normality test is turned into one-dimensional normality test.
The Uncertainty Criteria
Set pair analysis is a systematic analysis method to deal with the uncertainty problem. Its core idea is to analyze and deal with the deterministic relation and uncertainty relation between the objective things being studied as an uncertainty system. The set pair is a pair consisting of two sets with definite relation. The set principle is the identity, difference and opposition of the two sets (A, B) of the set pair under certain background analysis. In the above figure 4, we show the forms of the uncertainty criteria, the so-called not deterministic AHP, mainly is refers in the decision-making process, the people when the different plan carries on the comparison to the identical criterion under that is unable with a definite value to express the comparison result. Indefinite the AHP and the deterministic AHP computational method are on the whole similar, but also have its special algorithm that displays especially in the judgment matrix structure method. The traditional method is to judges the matrix element the probability distribution to make the hypothesis. With this concern, we define the systematic model as the formula 9. 1 ( , ) ( : , ) ( , : , ) ( )
Where the ( , : , ) ( )
represents the specific problem, its basic core is to determine the coefficient of uncertainty i and we determine that basic degree of the connection of the specific problem is also determined. Reasonable determination of i is the focus of this paper (Xie,2013; Wang,2016) . Considered in indefinite the AHP the weight indicated by the sector number, therefore between them is different between the general determination value the comparison, while but is between the sector number comparison and because waits the comparison sector to count A and B expresses a some plan relative criterion important degree scope, therefore regarding the relative important comparison results which expressed by the basic sector number may be similarly the important degree compares relatively, therefore should not determine likely the value such indicated by the two business, but may use the two important difference the logic operation expression that can be visualized as the follos.
Figure 5. The Visualized Uncertainty Criteria
According to the approximate range and approximation theory, the larger the range, the greater the uncertainty; Range is smaller, the greater the uncertainty. Thus the algorithm according to the size of weighting interval width is considered in the sorting: width as the accurate sorting which should follow the listed procedures and steps. 22 log ( ) (1 )log (1 ) 
The Fuzzy Mathematics and Clustering Model
In the mathematical logic development course and the classical mathematical logic is famous by its formalized inference rigorous that is the modern computer science rationale. But in the processing real world massive uncertainty thing aspect which has its limitation actually (Jia,2016; Wang,2016 ). The figure 6 shows the architecture of the fuzzy system.
Figure 6. The Fuzzy System
Fuzzy mathematics is developing rapidly in both theoretical and the applied fields. The theoretical research is mainly the fuzzification of the classical mathematical concepts. As a result of the hierarchical structure of the fuzzy set itself, this kind of theoretical research is more complicated and more complicated with the attraction. Obviously, regarding the clear thing, whether we can determine the individual to have the subordination relations accurately to the kind, and that deduces side through the precise definition to carry on the qualitative quota strictly the analysis research, how but only can analyze the individual to the fuzzy matter laws of nature to the kind of subordination degree, the utilization fuzzy definition and the likelihood inferential reasoning method carries on the nature and the quantity analysis research to it. It is not difficult otherwise to leave, as the precise method and the fuzzy method have its different research respectively and the applicable scope and they cannot confuse or the substitution mutually. In the table two, we show the current research condition of the fuzzy system all over the world. Fuzzy control system in 1974, the world's first university was born in London. After that, a new fuzzy control system was constantly emerges in the continent, such as the British reactor temperature fuzzy automatic control system. The United States is the birthplace of fuzzy theory.
In May, 1988 the first session of neural network and the fuzzy logic application technology seminar which convened in the American Astronavigation Administrative bureau Johnson Space Center had indicated American Government started to the fuzzy technology to take and to express the intense concern. Hereafter, the American Department of Defense starts to support this aspect the technical development.
Although in the 1970s, China began to study the fuzzy theory, but rapid progress.
China is most interested in fuzzy mathematics, and its research level has been in the leading position in the world, such as Liu Yingming and Wang Guozun in fuzzy topological research, Wang Peizhuang and Wang Guangyuan in the application of fuzzy set theory. The Japanese are most interested in the application of fuzzy technology and the development of fuzzy products.
Japan's fuzzy appliances is multifarious, like washing machines, vacuum cleaners, air conditioners, refrigerators, microwave ovens, camera, TV, VCR, etc. are plastered with fuzzy control.
Here, we focus on the theoretical basis of the fuzzy system, in current based on in description logic semantic modelling domain and the researcher cared about the core question is based on description logic semantic model expression ability and the inference order of complexity. As a result of the software system complexity, the researcher favors in uses some complex description logic to express software own series, but complex describes the model inference price which logic brings also unceasingly to enhance, thus restricts the complex description logic in the software modelling application. In formula 13, we define the weight features of the fuzzy system. 
The basic core of fuzzy logic is the fuzzification of the true concept itself and in our practical thinking activities, we often do not need and in many cases cannot use a precise numerical representation of the true degree of the proposition. Under this basis, we use the fitness function for describing the relationship.
represents the objective term, the syntax of numerical fuzzy preferred logic is built on the basis of propositional logic grammar and its extension. Propositional logic language consists of basic atomic variable set and connector set, the formula consists of atomic variable set and the connector set according to certain rules. It is an NP-type likelihood reasoning. The premise and premise of its hypotheses, the posteriori and the conclusion of the hypothesis are only approximate and the fuzzy value of the different language proposition, and it is affirmed by approximating the premise of the large and approximate affirmative Conclusion, so the premise and conclusion between the reasoning only; there is an approximation rather than the logical connection, it is a natural logical reasoning. Therefore, we show the analysis pattern in the figure 7. 
The Proposed Novel Clustering Algorithm
The CluStream framework is adopted in most data stream clustering algorithms. This framework is a major breakthrough in data stream clustering research, so this paper chooses CluStream algorithm as the comparison algorithm while although the CluStream algorithm effectively solves the problem of data flow dynamic change, because of the clustering using K-means algorithm, so inevitably inherent defects in the algorithm into the CluStream algorithm. The spectrum cluster algorithm is opposite in the other cluster algorithm has the obvious superiority that can distinguish the non-raised distribution the cluster, suits extremely in many actual problems, moreover carries out quite easily. It is one kind based on two similar relational algorithms, first acts according to the data set which assigns to define the description pair data point similarity the similar matrixs and computing matrix characteristic value and characteristic vector, then choice appropriate characteristic vector cluster different data point.
Figure 8. The Clustering Algorithm Complexity Concern
As shown in the figure 8, we show the time concern of the basic models. The algorithm considered in the clustering process, influence of the same class in the sample for the cluster center is not the same, for each sample, the sample does not contain a weight class also has inhibition effect, so the membership matrix of each sample weight and the design of improved FCM fuzzy C clustering the adaptive weights in each iteration according to the current state of the data partition, dynamic calculation of sample weights as follows. is considered and implemented for the later discussions. In the concrete realization process, the different algorithm exists differently in the data set matrix expression. Spectrum cluster algorithm CSC which limits through the direct revision matrix method is paired in the limit information introduction spectrum cluster algorithm, weighted membership matrix such that the farther from the cluster center distance of each sample is the smaller the membership degree belonging to the cluster center as the follows.
In FCM algorithm, due to the random initial cluster centers, leading to the clustering results of excessive dependence on the initial clustering center in the presence of outlier and the imbalance of the sample distribution, clustering fall into local optimal state. 
To deal with the challenge, the formula 18 is applied, the ( ) ( , )
represents the revised kernel, the connection function value size replaces in the traditional cluster the distance and the similarity factor, and by this measure cluster object between proximity and similar degree. When the algorithm starts, the use initial micro bunch of algorithm carries on the cluster the initialization, then the initial micro bunch of the algorithm will serve as online renews micro bunch of as well as the off-line great cluster foundation algorithm.
THE EXPERIMENT
In this section, we conduct empirical analysis on the proposed model, in the figure 9, we show the result of the clustering performance and in the figure 10, we show the weight concern. The result reflected from the result proves that proposed methodology outperforms compared with other approaches. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes the novel clustering and mining algorithm for high dimensional data based on uncertainty criteria and fuzzy mathematics. The spectrum cluster algorithm is opposite in the other cluster algorithm has the obvious superiority that can distinguish the non-raised distribution the cluster, suits extremely in many actual problems, moreover carries out quite easily. It is one kind based on two similar relational algorithms. With this prior model this paper combines the fuzzy set system to propose the new data mining algorithm. The performance is verified through the experimental simulation, in the future, we will apply the proposed model into more of the scenarios.
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